In this paper we given a homomorphic representation of simple matrix languages similar in form to those of context-free languages, namely: Any simple matrix language L can be written as the homomorphic image of the intersection of the Dyck context-free language and an equal matrix language. We do not obtain a characterization, because the converse is not true.
In this paper we given a homomorphic representation of simple matrix languages similar in form to those of context-free languages, namely: Any simple matrix language L can be written as the homomorphic image of the intersection of the Dyck context-free language and an equal matrix language. We do not obtain a characterization, because the converse is not true.
In this paper we continue the investigation of simple matrix languages introduced by Ibarra (1970) as a subfamily of matrix languages. Simple matrix languages have many properties similar to those of context-free languages. In the following, we prove that every simple matrix language can be written as a homomorphic image of the intersection of the Dyck context-free language and an equal matrix language (Siromoney, 1969a) . We obtain in this way a necessary condition for a language to be a simple matrix language. It is a generalization of the well-known similar result for context-free languages (Salomaa, 1973) . This condition is not sufficient; hence we do not obtain a characterization of simple matrix languages as is obtained for context-free languages.
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
The terminology and the notation used in this paper are those of Ibarra (1970) and Salomaa (1973) . We specify only the main definitions.
If V is a vocabulary, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by V with the concatenation operation, and by A the null string in V*. If x ~ V* then ~ x I denotes the length of x. DEFINITION 1. Let n ~ 1. A simple matrix grammar of degree n (an n-SMG) is a system G~ = <V1, g 2 ,..., V~, P, S, 2J), where (1) V 1 ..... V~ are finite nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets of nonterminal symbols; PASCU AND P,~UN' ~z (3) S is not in ~)i=1 Vi u 27 and is called the start symbol; (4) P is a finite set of matrix rewriting rules of the form (a) [S -+ w], with w ~ 27", (b) Let ~ be the reflexive transitive closure of the relation ~. The language generated by G n is L(Gn) = {x ~ £* [ S *~ x}, and is called a simple matrix language of degree n (abbreviated as n-SML). An --+ xnBn] , where for any i = 1,2,..., n, x~ e 27" and A i , Bi ~ Vi, then the grammar G n is said to be a right-linear simple matrix grammar of degree n. These grammars were considered by Siromoney (1969a) under the name "equal matrix grammars" (EMG) and this is the term used in what follows.
The language generated by Gn is called equal matrix language of degree n (n-EML). We define also the mapping f: (27")~-~ 27* in the following way:
f (x~ , x~ ,..., x,) --xlx~ "" x, . THEOREM 1 (Ibarra, 1970) . L C X* is an n-SML if and only if there exists
Let us introduce the notation 2J = {al ,... , ak} , A = {bl,..., br}, and for any vocabulary F we denote by/~' the set {a' [ a c F} and by F n the set { [a, i] I a e I ~, i = 1,2 ..... n}. DEFINITION 5. We denote by Dnk the Dyck language over the vocabulary X n u Xn' , that is, the language generated by the grammar
G = ({S}, Zn kJ Zn', S, {S -+ SS, S --~ A, S -+ [ai
,j] S[ai',j] I i = 1,2,...,k,j = 1, 2,..., n}). Let D --f(%(D~)). D is called the Dyck-type n-SML over Z tj Z'.
THEOREM 2. The above language D is the Dyck context-free language over
Proof. It is easy to prove that D is generated by the n-SMG. 
, and S *~ x i be the derivations of x i in a grammar G" of D', G" ~ <(S}, Z kJ 27', S, P"). We can obtain a derivation in G' replacing S by S 1 . Thus, the derivation So ~ S~8~ "" S,~ ~ x~ can be obtained. According to the form of the grammar G', we can stop at xl'SlX"lS2 "'" Sn, with X'lX"~ ~ xl • By continuing in the same manner with x~, x3, etc., we obtain the derivation
This shows that x EL(G'), and the equality is proved.
THE HOMOMORPHIC REPRESENTATION OF SIMPLE MATRIX LANGUAGES
To begin with, let us denote by V T the vocabulary Z~ w Z'n U A: L)A':. Let L be a context-free language over X n . From Salomaa (1973, Theorem 7, Chap• II) , it follows thatL can be written in the form
L = h(D~k+r n R),
where D~k+r is the Dyck language on VT, R is a regular language on Vr, and h: VT --~ X~ is defined by h(c 0 = c~ if ~ G Z,~ and h(~) = A if a ~ X,~.
LEMMA. If D~k+, and R are as above, then r**(Dn~+rn R) ='rn(Dn!c+r) t~ T~(R).
Proof. The inclusion ~-n(D~k+, n R) C ~'~(D~k+~) n %(R) is obvious. To prove the other inclusion we prove that for any x G R, y G D~+r for which r~(x) = T~(y), there is z G D~+, n R such that ~-~(x) = %(y) = ,~(z). From the proof of Theorem 7.4 in Salomaa (1973, Chap II) , it follows that There are four cases:
(a) x ~L~ and there is y ~ D~+~ such that r~(x) = r~(y). We prove that there is z ~ D~+r ~ R such that %(x) = %(y) = %(z). We prove this fact by induction on the number m of strings w i which occur in x. If m = 1, then x = w, [aq,j~] The lemma is proved. Remark 1. We have proved, in fact, that if x E R, and there is y ~ D~k+~ such that %(x) = %(y), then x E D~+,.
We are now able to prove the main result of the paper, namely:
THEOREM 3. Every simple matrix language L can be written in the form L = h(D n E), where h is a homomorphism, D is the Dyck language, and E is an n-EML.
Proof. Let L be an n-SML over Z = {a 1 ..... ak}. There is a context-free language L' over Z~ such that L =f(%(L')). We consider the vocabulary I'~ = {[ai,~ ,j] I i = 1, 2,..., k,j = 1, 2,..., n}, and the bijective homomorphism g: Z~ -+/'~ defined byg ([ai,j] 
is also a context-free language. From Theorem 7.4 in Salomaa (1973) , Chap. II, it follows that L" = h'(D~+r n R'), where D~7~+~ is the Dyck language over W =/'~ u/"~, R' is a regular language over W, and h': W-+ F~ is defined by h' ([a<j ,j] 
From the proof of the theorem in Salomaa (1973) Also, we have L = h'(D~(~+r) n R'), where R' is the above regular language and h' is extended in the following way:
We consider now the simple matrix language D = f(%(D~(k+~))) and the EML, E = f((%(R')). From Theorem 2, it follows that D is the Dyck language over the vocabulary W" = {aid, a~,j I i = 1, 2,..., k, j = 1, 2 ..... n} u {b<j, b~,~I i --1, 2 ..... r, j = 1, 2,..., n}. We prove that L = h(D n E), where h: %(g-l(h(u) 
))).
Obviously, %(u) a r, (D,(k+~) ) n r~(R'), and thus f (%(u) ) E D n E. If we prove that f (%(g-l(h'(u) 
then it will follow that x E h(D n E). Let r~(u) = (ul, u~ .... , u~) , and x : xlx 2 "" x~ such that % (g-l(h'(u) (u~) ... h(u,) = h(u~u 2 ""us) = h(f(r~(u) )), and the inclusion L C h(D n E) is proved.
Now let x be in h(D n E). There is a y c D ~ E such that x = h(y). Let u~Dn(~+~) and veR' such that f(r~(u) ) =f (r~(v) ) =y. We prove that r~(u) = %(v). u 2 .... , u~), r~(v) (v 1 , v,, ,..., %,) . For any i, the strings ui and vi contain only symbols of the form %'.i with e~ c{a, a', b, b'}. On the other hand, such symbols do not occur in strings u,, v, with s 5< i. Because of the equality u~u 2 "" us = v, ." v,~, it follows that ui = vi for any i. Therefore r~(u) = r~ (v) .
Let us note that, in fact, u ~ Dsk+r. From the previous lemma, it follows that there exists z e D,~(k+~ ) n R such that %(u) = r~(v) = r,~(z). Consequently
As in the first part of the proof we can show that
In conclusion, L = h(D n E) and the theorem is proved. Theorem 3 gives only a necessary condition for a language to be an SML, and not a characterization. More exactly, TnEOP.EM 4. There is a Dyck language, D, and an EML, L, such that D n L is not SML.
Proof. Let us consider the Dyck language over V -{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}, with the pairs of "parentheses" (a, b), (c, d) , (e, f), (g, h) . Consider also the EML. 
{[S --~ eAeB], [A --~ aA, B -+ B], [A --~ bC, B --~ aB],
Conversely, let x EL. We prove that if x ~L' then x ~ D. Let
If there is an r such that Jr 4: nr, then it follows that x ~ D. Let us suppose now that Jr = nr for any r. If x ~L', then there exists an s such that either i, 4= js, or n, ~ m,. Because e, f constitute a pair of "parentheses," it follows that x ~ D.
These two cases are all the cases in which x cL --L' and, in both of them x ~ D. In conclusion L' = D (~ R.
We construct the gsm (see Salomaa, 1973) sog --, sl , sle -+ sl , slf --+ sl , slh -+ sl , sla -+ sl, slb -+ $1}" It is easy to see that y(L') = {a'bnc~]n >~ 1}*. Ibarra (1970) proves that this language is not an SML, and that the class of SML-s is closed under gsm mapping. It follows that L' is not an SML, therefore D c~ L is also not an SML.
Remark 2. Ibarra (1970) proves that if L1 is an SML and L2 is a hounded EML (Siromoney, 1969b) then L 1 n L~ is a bounded EML too. Consequently, D (~ E is a bounded EML for any bounded EML E, and D is the Dyck language. Because there are SML-s which are not bounded EML-s, it follows that Theorem 3 cannot be improved taking E as a bounded EML.
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